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Car Subscription Services: Can 
it be Simultaneously Flexible 
and Affordable?

Promises VS Reality

In the last few years, consumers' preferences and perceptions are changing. While in the past consumers valued 
owning products, today many of them, especially young generations, choose to consume products in alternative 
methods. As part of this trend, a new model of car ownership was introduced to consumers, the car subscription 
model. This report aims to explain what a car subscription is, what the model was supposed to promise 
consumers, and whether it really catches on. In addition, we will share some insights on the market after several 
years of activity and try to understand if car subscription is the future of mobility or just a new and updated 
version for the leading programs we already know.

Car subscription is part of the “subscription 
economy”
In a survey which examined the change in consumer preferences, it was found that more than two thirds of 
adults do not think that a person’s status is defined by their possessions, while about 70% believe that owning 
products leads to more unnecessary expenses1.

One of the most common alternatives for product ownership is subscription, which means getting access to a 
product or service on a regular basis for a fixed and recurring payment, with the ability to cancel the service or 
return the product at (almost) any time.

These days, the so-called “subscription economy” dominates diverse industries and relates to different types of 
services and products. While Netflix may be the symbol of the subscription economy, it reflects only one type of 
subscription program, subscription for services. Another type of subscription is for consumable products, which 
allow consumers to use and replace products continuously and repeatedly such as the razors of Gillete, and the 
electric toothbrushes of Quip. Furthermore, we can see in recent years that even non-consumable products, 
which can be used for long term, can be consumed through subscription programs. Examples including the 
furniture of the Ikea-backed company, Nornorm, the watches of “Watch of The Month Club”2 or the luxury bags of 
Cocoon3 show that the subscription trend is expanding to almost every type of product.

1 https://www.im.natixis.com/latam/resources/thematics-subscription-economy-whitepaper
2 https://www.watchofthemonthclub.com/
3 https://www.cocoon.club/pages/memberships

https://www.im.natixis.com/latam/resources/thematics-subscription-economy-whitepaper
https://www.watchofthemonthclub.com/
https://www.cocoon.club/pages/memberships
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The automotive industry, as a developing and disruptive industry, also adopted its own subscription model. On a 
scale of vehicle-usage methods where one end is long-term car ownership (more than 5 years) and on the other 
is short term solutions such as car sharing and micro mobility, car subscription falls in the middle, between leasing 
programs and car rentals.

Therefore, car subscription services provide solutions for consumers looking for a midterm option of up to one 
year.

Due to their purpose, the “classic” or original car subscription programs were intended to include these 4 main 
principles:

→ A monthly recurring and fixed fee

→ No commitment or short commitment of only few months

→ Car swapping - the ability to swap car during the subscription period

→ All inclusive packages which include services such as insurance, maintenance, road taxes and sometimes even
refueling or EV charging.

Short Term
From minutes to up to one month

Mid Term
From one month to 3 years

Long Term
3 years and above

Public  
Transportation

Micro-
Mobility

Car 
Sharing OwnershipCar 

Subscription

Rental Leasing
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Affordability - car subscription programs
open new options to consumers, which were 
unattainable before. Thanks to the short-term 
commitment of the subscription programs, 
consumers can access premium vehicles that 
they could not afford to own or lease before. It 
seems that the main target audience for these 
programs are mainly young and mid  income 
customers, because it suits their general 
consumer preferences and their financial capacity. 

As car subscription offers developed, value 
propositions also extended to lower classes 
of vehicles and began to appeal to broader 
audiences who could not afford to own even 
these vehicles before.

 Flexibility -  these programs allow consumers
much more flexibility compared to car ownership 
or leasing programs. The typical value proposition 
emphasized the flexibility in three main aspects -

→ Short commitment, which allows
consumers to cancel their subscription 
immediately or after only a few months 
according to their needs. Even in the longer 
programs, the commitment period is still 
much shorter than typical leasing programs.

→ Car testing, which allows consumers
to test new types of vehicles, such as 
EVs or new brands without a long-term 
commitment.

→ Hassle free experience, that saves
consumers the hassle of communicating 
with multiple providers, thanks to the 
ancillary services which include in the 
subscription package..

Car subscription promised us affordability and 
flexibility
The original value proposition of the car subscription programs were suppose to bring two key promises to the 
consumers, which should exist side by side:
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Car subscriptions created opportunities to 
many different providers 
Since the first subscription program was launched by OEMs such as Volvo, Porsche and Cadillac, some 5 or Since the first subscription program was launched by OEMs such as Volvo, Porsche and Cadillac, some 5 or 
6 years ago , dozens of different types of providers have chosen to enter the market. 6 years ago , dozens of different types of providers have chosen to enter the market. 

We can divide these providers into four main categories, two incumbent and two newcomers:

The first group is of the OEMs (car manufacturers)OEMs (car manufacturers), which can approach the end customers directly, using online 
channels, or to operate with their partner dealerships.

The second traditional providers group is leasing & rental companies leasing & rental companies that can use their fleet vehicles for 
a shorter term than typical leasing programs or longer term than a typical rental. Alongside the traditional 
companies, another significant group is startupsstartups which can operate in a heavy-asset model and run their own 
fleet or in light-asset model and just provide a platform for subscription operations of other fleet operators.

Finally, we can even see non-automotive corporationsnon-automotive corporations who saw the potential of the market and decided to 
launch their own programs.

Here are some examples of providers which offered or still offer this kind of programs:

OEMs CAR RENTAL & LEASING STARTUPS NON AUTOMOTIVE
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OEMs:

→ New customer base - offering their cars
in subscription programs allows OEMs to 
approach new customers and create new 
revenue channels.

→ Support the introduction of new cars
to the market - the ability to test new 
cars through short commitment can help 
OEMs to promote the adoption of unknown 
models. This is demonstrated by the 
market penetration strategy of the Chinese 
EV maker, Nio, which chose to enter the 
European market through car subscription 
offering4.

→ Direct relationship with customers
- usually OEMs do not approach their
customers directly and using such selling 
methods can create new opportunities.
These kinds of relationships can allow 
OEMs to get essential data on their 
customers preferences and habits and 
promote personalization of their offers.

Fleet operators:

→ More efficient utilization of vehicles
- The characteristics of subscription
programs such as single users and mileage 
limit can allow better preservation of the 
cars and sale at a higher price after their 
commercial use.

→ Long term customer relationship -
creation of this kind of relationship can 
ensure long-term revenue and higher 
revenue prediction compared to rental 
business.

→ Complementary market - one may
wonder if selling through subscription 
programs can create kind of internal 
cannibalism for rental and leasing 
companies. However, according to 
some providers who also run rental or 
leasing business, subscription is seen 
as a complementary service which fits 
customers with different needs than rental 
or leasing customers.

4  https://www.yicaiglobal.com/news/chinese-nev-makers-launch-vehicle-subscription-service-in-europe

It is clear that besides the apparent desire to meet the needs of the consumers, the subscription programs also 
create opportunities for the various types of providers. We can divide the motivations of the providers in the 
market according to their operational method:

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.yicaiglobal.com/news/chinese-nev-makers-launch-vehicle-subscription-service-in-europe&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1675001512043857&usg=AOvVaw0_6sSqAz6njNAJKY7wSt58
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There are mixed trends in the 
OEM field
           Volvo Cars’ car subscription is expanding

In November 20175, Volvo Cars launched its subscription program, “Care by Volvo” in various European countries 
and in North America. Volvo’s original offer was more “flexible leasing” than classic car subscription, when for a fee 
starting at $600 or €700 consumers had to commit to a 2 years all inclusive program but could swap cars after 
one year. In each country, the minimum commitment period and swapping conditions were slightly different but 
had the same concept. 

According to the company, the first year of the program was surprisingly successful. For example, in the US6 Volvo 
reached its annual sales expectations after only four months.

The unexpected demand was a pleasant surprise for Volvo Cars but also brought some complications such as 
delays in delivery and serious concerns from their partner dealers on competitive issues. To address the concerns 
of car dealers who were afraid of losing a share of their sales and to avoid legal and business problems with them, 
Volvo updated its subscription strategy in 2019 and started allowing retailers to offer vehicles on their lots to 
subscription customers7. 

In 20208, after Volvo gained momentum in various markets and significant knowledge on the consumer 
preferences, California's Car Dealers Association and DMV9 accused them that their subscription program is 
actually a form of leasing, it decided to make its programs much more flexible and to allow its subscribers to 
upgrade, cancel or swap their subscription car any time after the first three or four months, depending on the 
market. 

Also in 2020, Volvo launched its subscription services in the UK on a national level, following a successful regional 
trial. After one year of operation, Volvo said it had “exceptional” first year performance10, as it delivered more than 
2,500 car sales in the country and the service represented almost 15% of new car retail business. 

This trend continued in 2022 as Volvo published in its financial reports of Q211 and Q312 that the number of active 
subscriptions increased by 122% and 67% respectively compared to the same period in 2021. . 

5 https://europe.autonews.com/article/20170921/ANE/170929981/volvo-packs-xc40-with-firsts-takes-aim-at-bmw-audi
6 https://www.swedespeed.com/threads/365-days-later-what-volvo%E2%80%99s-subscription-service-means-for-the-larger-industry.636800/
7 https://www.autonews.com/sales/volvo-tweaks-subscription-service-adding-crossovers-vehicles-lot
8 https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a34470230/care-by-volvo-car-swap-four-months/
9 https://www.seyfarth.com/news-insights/california-dmv-finds-care-by-volvo-subscription-service-violates-state-law.html
10 https://www.media.volvocars.com/uk/en-gb/media/pressreleases/285749/care-by-volvo-car-subscription-service-enjoys-exceptional-first-year-uk-performance
11 https://vp272.alertir.com/afw/files/press/volvocar/202207199711-1.pdf
12 https://vp272.alertir.com/afw/files/press/volvocar/202210262968-1.pdf

All of this sounds very promising, both to consumers and providers. The real question is 

whether it actually works? Does it fit consumers’ preferences and needs on one hand , 

while being a sustainable model for providers on the other?

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://europe.autonews.com/article/20170921/ANE/170929981/volvo-packs-xc40-with-firsts-takes-aim-at-bmw-audi&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1675001617607469&usg=AOvVaw23AfRNsUpC4--bS3Tc1Z5I
https://www.swedespeed.com/threads/365-days-later-what-volvo%E2%80%99s-subscription-service-means-for-the-larger-industry.636800/
https://www.autonews.com/sales/volvo-tweaks-subscription-service-adding-crossovers-vehicles-lot
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a34470230/care-by-volvo-car-swap-four-months/&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1675002212148074&usg=AOvVaw38ccHfYCJVxNZtDsOvY3WM
https://www.media.volvocars.com/uk/en-gb/media/pressreleases/285749/care-by-volvo-car-subscription-service-enjoys-exceptional-first-year-uk-performance
https://www.media.volvocars.com/uk/en-gb/media/pressreleases/285749/care-by-volvo-car-subscription-service-enjoys-exceptional-first-year-uk-performance
https://vp272.alertir.com/afw/files/press/volvocar/202207199711-1.pdf
https://vp272.alertir.com/afw/files/press/volvocar/202210262968-1.pdf
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Audi and BMW chose to not proceed with their 
pilot subscription programs
While Volvo Cars managed to expand its program over the years, The aspirations of other OEMs in the 
subscription field went in other directions. Two strong examples for that are BMW and Audi, and their stories are 
quite similar.

In 2018, BMW opened a pilot car subscription program, “Access by BMW”, in Nashville, USA13, which was facilitated 
by local BMW dealers and allowed customers unlimited car swapping.

After 4 months of operation, BMW decided to lower the prices of its two subscription tiers, from $2,000 or $3,700 
in origin to $1,300 or $2,700 respectively. They also added a base tier with lower price of $1,10014. It can be 
assumed that BMW reduced the price of the service to be more competitive in the field.

In early 2021, BMW announced the termination of the program without an official explanation but said it is 
developing the “next iteration” of the service15. It appears that the main reason for ending the program was the 
low demand for the service, when the decrease in the need to swap vehicles during Covid-19 crisis accelerated 
the trend.

These days, BMW keeps offering a type of a subscription offer in Singapore but in much less flexible terms, with a 
minimum of 6 months commitment to all of its programs and without the ability to swap cars in that period.

As BMW, Audi also launched a pilot program, “Audi select”, in September 2018 in Dallas, USA16. The original plan 
allowed subscribers to swap vehicles twice-per-month and the lowest price for monthly subscription was $1,400. 
In 2019, Audi launched a cheaper tier for 995$ (400$ cheaper than the existing tier) and rebranded its more 
expensive tier17. 

At the start of 2021, Audi decided to close its program for new customers. While no official reason has been 
announced for the termination of the program, it seems that Audi preferred to stop offering the subscription 
services directly and to cooperate with third-party companies in this industry.

Despite the lack of success in the US, Audi still offers its subscription program in Denmark18, but in a much less 
flexible format, when customers must commit to 6 or 12 months and can swap just one car and only in the one 
year contract.

13 https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/usa/article/detail/T0279811EN_US/bmw-financial-services-launches-vehicle-subscription-service-in-the-u-s?language=en_US
14 https://bimmerlife.com/2018/08/13/access-by-bmw-subscription-service-sees-price-reductions/
15 https://www.engadget.com/audi-bmw-end-car-subscription-programs-193433001.html
16 https://media.audiusa.com/en-us/releases/272
17 https://www.cnet.com/roadshow/news/audi-select-subscription-service-less-expensive-tier/
18 https://www.dk.audiselect.com/audi-mobility/audi-select/dk_da.html

https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/usa/article/detail/T0279811EN_US/bmw-financial-services-launches-vehicle-subscription-service-in-the-u-s?language=en_US
https://bimmerlife.com/2018/08/13/access-by-bmw-subscription-service-sees-price-reductions/
https://www.engadget.com/audi-bmw-end-car-subscription-programs-193433001.html
https://media.audiusa.com/en-us/releases/272
https://www.cnet.com/roadshow/news/audi-select-subscription-service-less-expensive-tier/
https://www.dk.audiselect.com/audi-mobility/audi-select/dk_da.html
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Trade-off between flexibility and price directly 
affects OEMs’ chances to grow in the market
It seems that there are mixed trends for the OEMs, while alongside the consistent expansion of Volvo Cars’ 
program, the story of Audi and BMW developed much differently.

HERE ARE SOME OF OUR INSIGHTS ABOUT EACH OF THE CASES AND THE COMPARISON 
BETWEEN THEM:

→ The limited flexibility of Volvo’s original program allowed it to offer lower prices compared
to BMW and Audi and gain more customers, public awareness and market knowledge.

→ The high level of flexibility provided by Audi and BMW, mainly in the car swapping feature,
created very complex operations, which required the companies to charge high prices 
to cover the operational expenses. This created low demand for these subscription 
programs which led finally to the decision to close the program.

→ The agility of Volvo Cars helped it to deal with the challenges that formed along the way.
Primarily, with the problems it had with its partner dealerships and with regulators and 
secondarily, with the decision to provide a much more flexible offer featuring their insights 
they gained and good feedback it received through its original program.

→ Factors such as strong digital channels, good relationships with dealerships and support
from corporation management also contributed to Volvo’s program expansion.

As shown, we see mixed trends with the OEMs  that are expanding their subscription activities alongside those 
that are exiting the market. But what about startups who tried to break into the market?
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Startups are also exhibiting 
mixed trends

Finn's unique operation model, and Onto's specific niche, 
allows them to keep growing

Finn is a German company that was established in 2019, which focused only in car subscription programs, both 
for ICEs and EVs. From the beginning of its activity, the main target audience of the company was environment-
conscious millennials19.

Finn launched its operation in the U.S. at the end of 2021, when its German fleet totaled 10,000 cars and the same 
number of subscribers20. Since its American launch, the company consistently expands its activities and currently 
operates in various major cities in the US.

In May 2022, the company raised $110 million in equity and $720M in debt to expand in the U.S. and Europe, 
further develop its technology and reach 30,000 vehicles in its fleet and the same number of subscribers by the 
end of the year21.

Finn provides less flexible terms than other startups in the market with a minimum subscription period of six 
months (it also offers a “Flex” contract with 1 month notice period in Germany only, but at a premium price).

Finn’s operating model is based on partnership with OEMs and dealers, in which it buys the vehicles from them, 
provides them to customers for a period of 6 or 12 months and sells them back after a period of up to two years.

Finn's model, which requires a relatively longer customer relationship and has miles limitation, allows the company 
to keep the vehicles in good condition and sell them later at a higher price than car rental companies22.

This model is reflected in the following quote from Finn’s Chief Fleet Officer:

“That world (of rental) was ‘Let’s buy 150,000 cars, run them as hard as we can, and then sell them all off and pocket the 

money… Those cars were really pretty crappy when they were done in the rental operation. (With Finn), we’re looking at a 

car where we have one customer…connected to that car for one year”

Compared to Finn, the British company OntoOnto provides its customers with a much more flexible offer. The 
company, which was established in 2018 and provides subscription plans for electric vehicles only, allows 
customers to subscribe to a vehicle with a commitment of only one month. At the end of each month23, the 
customers can choose to continue or stop the subscription and can swap their car for an extra fee.

Throughout the years of its activity, the company raised about $330M in several fundraising rounds which were 
designed to allow it to expand its fleet and to enter new markets24.

19 https://techcrunch.com/2020/12/07/eco-conscious-car-subscription-platform-finn-auto-raises-24-2m-with-white-star-and-zalando-founders/
20 https://www.finn.auto/en-US/press-finn-expands-in-the-us
21 https://techcrunch.com/2022/05/25/finn-raises-110m-to-expand-car-subscription-platform-in-u-s-germany/
22 https://www.wardsauto.com/dealers/finn-car-subscription-service-looks-partner-dealers
23 https://on.to/
24 https://www.uktech.news/mobility/onto-ev-subscription-funding-20220727

https://techcrunch.com/2020/12/07/eco-conscious-car-subscription-platform-finn-auto-raises-24-2m-with-white-star-and-zalando-founders/
https://www.finn.auto/en-US/press-finn-expands-in-the-us
https://techcrunch.com/2022/05/25/finn-raises-110m-to-expand-car-subscription-platform-in-u-s-germany/
https://www.wardsauto.com/dealers/finn-car-subscription-service-looks-partner-dealers
https://on.to/
https://www.uktech.news/mobility/onto-ev-subscription-funding-20220727
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The funding allowed the company to get to more than 6,000 subscribers by the end of 2021, a growth of 550% 
compared to the previous year and expand its fleet to contain more than 8,000 EVs25.

Onto's operation model is based on collaborations26, first with EV manufacturers from which it buys the vehicles 
and then sells it after up to 2 years, but also with EV charging networks that allow Onto to provide a wide variety 
of charging stations as part of its subscription package.

Onto attributes its rapid growth to the flexibility it provides, which is crucial when we deal with EVs. The company 
believes that a model that allows customers to test EVs without long term commitment attracts customers to 
it. According to the company's data, about 90% of its customers have not driven an EV before and about 30% of 
them choose to change vehicles during the subscription period to become familiar with different models.

Despite the impressive growth of the company and the data that indicates that customers choose to continue 
with the subscription program for a relatively long term (up to about a year), the company admits that at this 
stage its operating model’s priority is increasing revenue and engagement instead of profit, so it is still necessary 
to examine whether the model is sustainable in the long term. 

It can be assumed that in order to become profitable in this market, newcomers such as Onto need to gain a 
significant customer base and public awareness. After its status is stable and it manages to capture a significant 
market share, it will be able to increase its fleet, improve operational efficiency and become profitable.

Despite a big investment, Cazoo decided to 
discontinue its subscription activity earlier than 
expected
Alongside Finn and Onto, Cazoo's story in the car subscription market is less glamorous.

Cazoo is a British online car retailer which was founded in 2018. Since its establishment, the company 
experienced fast growth and has established itself as the leader in online car sales in the UK and other countries, 
when in 2021 its revenue was of £668m, up 312% YoY, and it sold about 50,000 cars27.

In 2021 Cazoo aspired to become a dominant force in the car subscription market all over Europe and it wanted 
to do it fast. In a short time it acquired no less than 4 leading European companies in the field with a total 
purchase amount of over £200M28. The companies which became Cazoo’s car subscription units were the British 
Drover, the Spanish Swipcar, The Italian Brumbrum and the German Cluno. According to the Cazoo, in April 2022, 
it had more than 10,000 who paid from £329 to £1,229 per month.

However, later this year Cazoo decided to change direction as part of a wider “business realignment plan”29. It 
decided to stop the operation of all its car subscriptions subsidiaries, explaining that the reason is the highly cash-
consumptive nature of this business model. According to the company report30, approximately £80M of cash-
financed inventory will be released over the next 18 months from subscription inventory, when the goal is to save 
about £200M in 2022 in the general planning. 

25 https://www.linkedin.com/company/driveonto/
26 https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/business-car-subscriptions/has-moment-finally-arrived-new-car-subscription-services
27 https://investors.cazoo.co.uk/news-events/press-releases/detail/32/cazoo-announces-fourth-quarter-and-full-year-2021-financial
28 https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/business-finance-and-corporate/cazoo-blames-effects-cost-living-cuts-investment-and-jobs
29 https://brokernews.co.uk/cazoo-closes-car-subscription/
30 https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_749b2ffef51dd0727f95d9d3d417de54/cazoo/news/2022-08-02_Cazoo_Announces_Second_Quarter_and_First_Half_39.pdf

https://www.linkedin.com/company/driveonto/
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/business-car-subscriptions/has-moment-finally-arrived-new-car-subscription-services
https://investors.cazoo.co.uk/news-events/press-releases/detail/32/cazoo-announces-fourth-quarter-and-full-year-2021-financial
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/business-finance-and-corporate/cazoo-blames-effects-cost-living-cuts-investment-and-jobs
https://brokernews.co.uk/cazoo-closes-car-subscription/
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_749b2ffef51dd0727f95d9d3d417de54/cazoo/news/2022-08-02_Cazoo_Announces_Second_Quarter_and_First_Half_39.pdf
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Although it is a cash-consumptive market, 
unique and diverse value propositions can lead 
startups to growth

HERE ARE SOME INSIGHTS WE CAN LEARN FROM THESE STARTUPS’ CASES:

→ As in other fields, the need to be innovative and provide a unique advantage is critical to 

success. Therefore, companies that focus on EVs or new brands, provide a diverse and companies that focus on EVs or new brands, provide a diverse and 

broad value proposition or that enable an exceptional user experience will be in a broad value proposition or that enable an exceptional user experience will be in a 

better position than the competition.better position than the competition.

→ It seems that in order to grow in this field, startups must have a strong financial backing 

that will allow them to finance the purchase of the vehicles and the operation of the 

programs, even before they reach profitability. As we can see in Cazoo’s case and based 

on their own explanations, car subscription is a cash consuming business and it car subscription is a cash consuming business and it 

requires deep pockets to grow over time.requires deep pockets to grow over time.
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Car subscription will become less flexible and 
will be offered by bigger companies

We mentioned earlier the two main promises of the market, the affordability and flexibility 

which were supposed to be the basics of all the subscription programs. After 5 years of 

activity, it seems that the assumption that these two could live simultaneously is not yet that the assumption that these two could live simultaneously is not yet 

fulfilled. fulfilled. As we can see in various examples, some of which have been reviewed in this report, 

in most cases the two promises are inversely related. That means that usually a program with 

a high level of flexibility will come with high pricing while more conservative programs will be 

offered with a more competitive price.

Another insight we identified is that market education is still required.market education is still required. Although over the 

years the subscription programs have been adopted by tens if not hundreds of thousands 

of consumers, it seems that the market has not yet been able to break through to the mass 

population which will allow it to become also a profitable market. which will allow it to become also a profitable market. Subscription programs 

are still seen by many as a premium service, suitable mainly for high income earners, rather 

than a real alternative to leasing programs. 

As reflected in our review of the various value propositions and interviews we held with the 

market experts, the main differences between subscription and leasing programs are in the 

digital onboarding experience and the services included in the program, which make the 

customers’ life much easier and flexible.

In order to change the situation and to meet the growth expectations of the market, the the 

service providers will have to create a unique selling propositionservice providers will have to create a unique selling proposition that will effectively define 

the difference between subscription and leasing and ownership and that will enable market 

development in the desired direction..
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 How do we see the future of car subscription?

→ From car subscription to “short term leasing” From car subscription to “short term leasing” - due to the complex relationship between flexibility and 
affordability, it can be assumed that in order to gain more traction, providers will choose to lower the level 
of flexibility and to offer more accessible offers. This reduction will allow providers to moderate the super 
complex and costly operation that exists anyway for this type of business.  

The flexibility reduction will be reflected in longer commitment periods of one year or even more to the 
subscription programs, as well as  limited car swapping options, or even the disappearance of this feature, 
which seems to be much less attractive to customers than it originally seemed.  

However, the all inclusive characteristic will still be the core of these programs and the main differentiation 
from leasing programs, and the shorter commitment period compared to leasing programs will keep 
subscription as a more flexible solution. We can already see few providers which offer this kind of “short term 
leasing” programs..

→ The market will undergo M&A process The market will undergo M&A process - over 
the last 5 years we saw dozens of providers 
operate in the various markets. However, as we 
can see in other emerging markets, we believe 
that the number of providers will be reduced 
in the coming years through mergers and 
acquisitions, when finally each market will include 
only a few big scale companies. We can already 
mention some M&A deals in recent years.

→ → There is still room for innovationThere is still room for innovation  - The market 
is still developing and innovation is still required 
in fields such as operation ,marketing, digital 
platforms, innovative business models and others. 
That means that innovation can lead to more 
effective ways to run subscription programs, to 
generate more relevant programs which will raise 
public awareness and adoption and to create 
better digital user experiences that will make the 
purchase process much more seamless and easy 
to handle. As proof of this, we can see that as part 
of the car subscription ecosystem, there are quite 
a few startups, such as Loopit or Casi, which are 
kind of car subscription “enablers” that work to 
help existing or future providers to create efficient 
and sustainable value propositions.

There is still room for innovationThere is still room for innovation
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Epilogue
5 Years after it emerged, the car subscription market is not actually in the place it was predicted. The offers look a 
little different from the original intention and it seems they become more like flexible leasing programs instead of 
very short term solutions. The market has not grown exponentially and the profitability is not yet clear.  However, 
adaptation of the value propositions, creation of unique selling propositions and continuation of general global 
consumer trends may allow the market to prosper in the future.

We will be there to closely follow the developments in the coming months and years.
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Acknowledgements and 
Disclaimer
Drive TLV is a unique innovation hub focused on smart mobility solutions. Drive TLV creates effective collaborations 
between handpicked startups and our corporate partners, leading to commercial agreements. Our partners rely 
on Drive TLV to bring top, emerging technologies to their doorsteps – and tailor solutions to their particular needs. 
We build a close relationship with each partner, gaining an understanding of their needs and innovation interests. 
We are able to create effective matches between partners and startups, based on real market needs. 

This report was written by our research team members, Nadav Yetinson and Raz Mayshar, as part of our ongoing 
research efforts. Our goal is to support our partners, startups, and ecosystem and provide them with knowledge, 
insights, and our view of the industry.  

In preparing this report, Drive TLV relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and 
completeness of all information available from public sources or that were provided to Drive TLV by or on behalf 
of third parties or that was otherwise reviewed by Drive TLV. Drive TLV makes no warranty, express 
or implied, nor does it assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness 
of any information disclosed in this report. Drive TLV does not make any representation whereby the use of 
any information contained in this report would not infringe the rights of any third party. You may not rely on the 
information in the report as an alternative to technological, business, financial, accounting, legal, or any other 
advice from an appropriately qualified professional. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing 
paragraph, Drive TLV does not represent, warrant, undertake or guarantee that the use of the guidance in this 
report will lead to any particular outcome or result. Neither Drive TLV nor any of its directors, officers, employees, 
or agents shall incur any responsibility or liability whatsoever to any party in respect of the contents of this 
report or any matters referred to in, or discussed as a result of, this report.

For any questions or comments please reach out to Nadav Yetinson - nadav@drivetlv.com 
or Raz Mayshar - raz@drivetlv.com
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